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Introduction

Technologically generated low-frequency magnetic fields are fre-
quently encountered in everyday lilfe because of electrified 
environment.There are many international research results about the 
biological effects of physical fields on humans, animals and the envi-
ronment. Scientists warn of health risks and remind to deal  con-
sciously with this, neither visible nor tangible form of electromagnetic 
pollution.

To protect yourself or other people from this kind of "electro-smog", 
we developed the TriMag device. It enables the exact capturing and 
analyzing of the electromagnetic situation by the use of the latest 
electronic and microprocessor technology.

The unit of magnetic flux density is the Tesla. The unit Tesla is quite 
large. Therefore, measurements are often given in parts of Tesla 
such as μT (micro Tesla) or nT (nano Tesla) (similar to m and cm).

The device operates isotropical (three-dimensional), i. e. it always 
displays the actual existing magnetic flux density in nT (nanotesla), 
regardless of the direction of measurement or the type and the num-
ber of field polluter.

By isotropic undirectional measurement technology in combination 
with simple operation (turn on and read measured value) the hand-
ling of this instrument is easy to learn even for leymen and the mea-
surement results are reproducible.

So the advantages of TriMag-1 are obviously. The operation is sim-
plified so that you have to switch on to operate. However no matter 
how you hold the device it always shows the exact measurement 
value.

Lightweightly and completely equiped the TriMag-1 is ideal for com-
mercial use or home applications.

The TriMag-1 measures extrem precisely low frequency magnetic 
fields, which are generated by electrical devices. Applications like the 
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measurement of magnetic field emissions in a wide range of sources, 
such as monitors or screens, AC power lines, office equipment, hou-
sehold appliances, electrical ballasts of fluorescent lamps and all 
kinds of electrical and electronic equipment, are easily possible.

Commissioning

If not already done, put in a charged 9 V rechargeable battery (or 
battery) in the battery compartment on the back.

The battery compartment is accessible from the rear side. The batte-
ry compartment can be opened with slight pressure on the grooved 
part and simultaneously pulling down.

Please make sure to remove any packaging off the battery before 
use.

Please remove any packaging off the battery before usePlease remove any packaging off the battery before use
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Turn on
Slip the slide switch on the left side of the device upwards into the 
position (On).

Turn off
Slip the slide switch on the left side of the device down to the position 
(Off).

Battery replacement
Under normal conditions, an operating time of about 8 hours is pos-
sible with a 9 volt alkaline battery.

An empty battery may be the reason for the appearance of non-defi-
nable signs on the display or no signs after switching on the unit.

If the following message appears on your display during operation,

Switch on and off

  Batterie
  wechseln
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you should change the batteries as well in order to use the device 
again.

The battery compartment is accessible from the rear side. With slight 
pressure on the grooved part and simultaneously pulling down the 
battery compartment it can be opened.

Service

When the device is turned on it will show the following display,

accompanied by a brief melody.

After a few moments a similar display appears,

it shows that the instrument is in measurement mode now.

This value is a purely random and determined only by the location of 
the device during switching on.

The top line indicates the currently measured value in nT (Nano Tes-
la).

On the bottom line of the currently measured value an analog value 
is shown with reference to a horizontal beam. The shown measuring 
range switches automatically at 240 nT and 4800 nT.

Please place the device close to the point to be measured. A non-
moving device facilitates the reproducibility of exact measurements.

 ROM-Elektr.
 TriMag V4.8

    5.0 nT
¥¥
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Next it should be noted that the three measuring coils are located 
under the surface front panel marked as a coordinate system (ar-
rows) The position of the coils is important to measure small field 
polluters. Please remember during your measurements that alterna-
ting magnetic fields can change constantly due to the dependence 
on current flow. Alternating magnetic fields should therefore be con-
sidered over a longer period,  depending on the type of field origin.

The displayed result is a so-called isotropic value, i. e. values of the 
single sensors (orthogand to each other) are calculated according to 
the following mathematical formula:

(X, Y and Z are placeholders for the orthogonal measurement sen-
sors for all three spatial directions)

Cleaning
When you clean the TriMag-1 please use a cloth moistened with little 
water or an antistatic cloth. Please never treat the housing with harsh 
detergents.

Warranty provisions
Because of the exclusive use of high quality components and manu-
facturing processes, we provide the TriMag-1 device with a guaran-
tee for one year. In this period, all defects that are not caused by im-
proper handling, resolved promptly and without charge. In case of 
complaint please send  the device including the original sales receipt 
to your dealer or to the following address:

ROM-Elektronik GmbH, Am Grund 13, D-86489 Deisenhausen

Disclaimer
Any liability arising from the use of our TriMag-1 device is excluded.
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Technical Data

Range: 5 nT - 4800 nT (Resolution: 5 nT)
4800 nT - 42000 nT (Resolution: 50 nT)
(optional reading in mG possible)

Isotropy error: < ± 5% typical

measurement deviation: < ± 5% typical

Frequency Range: 10 Hz to 200 kHz ±3 dB

Calibration frequency: 50 Hz

Dimensions: 150 x 85 x 30 (L x B x H) in mm

Weight: ca. 250 g

Power supply: 9V-Battery

Power consumption: ca. 30 mA

Reading: (digital and analog) LCD

Working temperature: -10 °C to +50 °C

Manufacturer:
ROM-Elektronik GmbH
Am Grund 13
D-86489 Deisenhausen
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